Gallbladder Neuroendocrine Carcinoma: A Case Report with Radiological–Pathological Correlation
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Abstract

Neuroendocrine tumors (NET) of the biliary system, specifically the gallbladder (GB), are extremely rare, accounting for only 0.2% of all NETs. The majority of GBNETs are discovered by chance during a histological examination of GB samples at autopsy, after cholecystectomy, or after surgery for other suspected biliary pathology. GBNETs are thought to develop from preexisting endocrine cells in the GB’s neck or from induced endocrine cells caused by intestinal metaplasia of the body and fundus. We present a case of squamous cell carcinoma of the GB with neuroendocrine differentiation due to its rarity.
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Introduction

Adenocarcinomas are the most common malignant gallbladder (GB) neoplasms, accounting for 90% of all GB carcinomas. Squamous, small cell, adenosquamous, and undifferentiated epithelial cells are among the other epithelial cell types. Neuroendocrine tumors (NET) of the biliary system, specifically GB, are extremely rare, accounting for only 0.2% of all NETs.¹ Maximum GBNETs are typically identified in pathological specimens of GB samples obtained at autopsy, following cholecystectomy, or following surgery for other suspected biliary pathology.² It is thought that GBNETs develop from preexisting endocrine cells in the GB neck region or as a result of intestinal metaplasia of endocrine cells in the body and fundus.³,⁴ Because of its rarity, we present a case of squamous cell carcinoma of GB with neuroendocrine differentiation with some atypical imaging findings and its radio-pathological discussion.

Case Report

A 46-year-old normotensive, non-diabetic female patient presented with newly onset dull aching in the epigastrium and right hypochondrium for 1 month. There was no history of fever or jaundice. The abdomen was soft, non-tender, and non-distended upon examination. Ultrasound examination demonstrated distended GB, with the heterogeneous exo-endophytic lesion of mixed echogenicity in the GB with associated asymmetric GB wall thickening (►Fig. 1A). A well-defined hypechoic lesion was noted in the liver, adjacent to the GB fossa (►Fig. 1B). No intrahepatic biliary tree dilatation was noted. Liver size, echotexture, and outline...
were normal. The most likely diagnosis was GB carcinoma with hepatic extension. Her routine laboratory tests came back within normal limits.

Biphasic (arterial phase followed by venous phase) contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) was done. In the arterial phase, a distended GB with an arterial hyper-enhancing polypoidal mass lesion (Fig. 2A), along with contiguous infiltration into adjacent left lobe segments IV A and IV B, and the presence of a relatively well-defined, arterial hyper-enhancing lesion, measuring approximately 7 × 7.3 × 6 cm (Fig. 2B), were observed. In the body region, there was associated asymmetric GB mural thickening. The hepatic component showed homogenous enhancement with washout in the portal venous phase compared with the rest of the liver (Fig. 2E and F). Few hypodense areas were noted within, which may be suggestive of necrosis. The hepatic lesion was inextricably linked to the GB lesion. The portal and hepatic veins were normal. Portocaval lymph nodal mass with a few other periporal enlarged lymph nodes was noted. The lymph nodes showed arterial enhancement in the arterial phase and homogenous enhancement in the venous phase, similar to the primary lesion (Fig. 2A and C). The radiological diagnosis was GB carcinoma with direct liver invasion and metastatic portocaval lymphadenopathy, with a...
high possibility of neuroendocrine carcinoma due to arterial hypervascularity and washout. Differential diagnosis of arterial hyper-vascular hepatic malignancy (Hepatocellular carcinoma, fibrolamellar variant) with GB infiltration and lymph node metastasis was also given because of washout and capsular enhancement and a focal central hypodense region (Fig. 2E and F) which might represent scar. Because the GB mass was polypoidal, it was also more suggestive of primary GB malignancy. Alpha-fetoprotein levels were normal, but chromogranin A levels were elevated (128 g/mL vs. normal 36.4 g/mL).

According to American Joint Committee on Cancer, the TNM classification of GB cancer staging in our case was T3N1M0. The patient underwent open extended cholecystectomy with major hepatectomy (segment IV B, V, and VI) (Fig. 3). Gross specimen examination (Fig. 4) showed firm exo-endophytic GB tumor with infiltrative margins and contiguous infiltration into the liver. Areas of necrosis and hemorrhages were seen within. The cystic duct was free of tumors. A conglomerated lymph nodal mass was seen along with other enlarged lymph nodes that were positive for tumor cells. On microscopic examination (Fig. 5A–C), a tumor arising from ulcerated GB mucosa was observed with tumor cells arranged in islands in the desmoplastic stroma. The tumor cells showed squamous differentiation with large polygonal cells, with the distinct cell membrane, central pleomorphic nuclei, coarse chromatin, and dense eosinophilic cytoplasm. A large area of the tumor (60%)
showed neuroendocrine differentiation and was arranged in nests and chords. Brisk mitosis was seen (>20/10 HPF). On immunohistochemistry (–Fig. 5D–F), the squamoid areas were found to be positive for p63 and CK % and the neuroendocrine areas showed positivity for CD56 and synaptophysin. The tumor was negative for S-100, CK-7, and CK20.

Discussion

Adenocarcinomas (not otherwise specified) are the most common malignant GB neoplasms, accounting for 90% of all GB carcinomas. Papillary adenocarcinoma, intestinal adenocarcinoma, mucinous adenocarcinoma, signet-ring cell adenocarcinoma, and clear cell adenocarcinoma are all histological variants of adenocarcinoma. Squamous, small cell, adenosquamous, and undifferentiated carcinoma are the remaining epithelial cell types. NET, lymphomas, sarcomas, and metastases are examples of uncommon neoplasms. GB is an extremely rare site for neuroendocrine neoplasm, accounting for only 0.4 to 0.5% of all NETs. Only approximately 4% of GB neoplasms are NETs, with neuroendocrine carcinomas (NECs) accounting for an even smaller percentage. GBNETs, like GB carcinoma, are more common in women. NET can occur alone or in combination with other types of GB cancers, such as adenocarcinoma or squamous cell carcinoma. GB is a rare location for neuroendocrine cells. The cause of GB NEC is debatable. The first is intestinal metaplasia of the GB mucosa, which can be caused by chronic inflammatory conditions and may contain neuroendocrine cells. Second, GBNETs can develop from endodermal stem cells or progenitor cells that have the ability to differentiate in multiple directions. Third, neometaplasia or trans-differentiation may result in adenocarcinoma differentiation that is abnormal, leading to NETs. Other than these, some authors believe that GB may be a site for heterotopic pancreatic tissue and NETs develop in this tissue.

The presentation is usually with non-specific symptoms which might include upper abdominal pain, discomfort, weight loss, and jaundice. According to previous research, the majority of them are nonfunctional, and the majority of lesions are discovered incidentally during the routine histological examination of post-cholecystectomy GB samples. Few functional GBNETs may present with specific symptoms, with a very low reported incidence of carcinoind syndrome (1%). According to the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results program, a review of the pathological results of 41 GB-NETs (from 1973 to 2004) revealed that the majority of the tumors (89.7%) were poorly differentiated or undifferentiated, only 2.4% were well-differentiated, and 7.3% were moderately differentiated. When compared with GB adenocarcinoma, NETs of GB usually have a poor prognosis.

Preoperative diagnosis is infrequently made by radiological imaging because of low incidence and the similarity of the radiological findings to other GB tumors, specifically GB adenocarcinoma. Radiology case reports regarding GBNETs have described variable imaging features. However, in our case, the possibility of NET was considered preoperatively based on CT scan images, and on further NET work up, chromogranin was found to be elevated which was helpful for NET diagnosis. Chromogranin A is found to be elevated in 90% of gut NETs. The level of chromogranin correlates well with the tumor burden and recurrence and is an effective biology marker to suggest NET diagnosis.

On ultrasound, it is indistinguishable from Ca GB, and usually, a well-defined heteroechoic mass is seen in the GB fossa.

There has been no reported difference in CT findings between adenocarcinoma and neuroendocrine carcinoma. NETs in other locations are typically hypervascular tumors. On contrast scans, primary NETs (gastrointestinal and lung NETs) and their metastases show hyperenhancement, and they are usually best seen in the arterial phase. Furthermore, primary hepatic NETs and metastatic NETs to the liver exhibit significant arterial enhancement, confirming their hypervascular nature, and may exhibit a washout pattern on venous/delayed phase images. This was observed in our case, which had a GB mass and a hepatic extension with arterial hypervascularity and relative washout. Lymph nodes (88%), liver (88%), lung (23%), and peritoneum are the most commonly reported metastatic sites (19%).

Because NETs have overexpression of somatostatin receptors, somatostatin analog scintigraphy (SRS) is useful in the diagnosis of NETs. Positron emission tomography (PET)-based SRS for NETs has high sensitivities, specificities, and accuracies. Recently, 68Ga positron-based PET, such as 68Ga-DOTANOC, 68Ga-DOTATOC, and 68Ga-DOTATE, has become popular. Because the majority of NETs are metabolically inactive and do not take up 18-fluo-deoxy-glucose (FDG), FDG PET plays a limited role. Only poorly differentiated NETs exhibit avid uptake of 18-FDG and FDG-PET, indicating their aggressive nature.

Management

As with GB carcinoma, complete resection is the gold standard for GBNETs whenever possible. For pre-invasive and early-detected cancers (T1), simple cholecystectomy is sufficient. Advanced lesions are typically treated with a combination of radical cholecystectomy and regional lymphadenectomy, as well as hepatic resection with adequate tumor-free margins.

Teaching Point

An NET or NET differentiation should be considered if a GB tumor presents arterial enhancement with or without washout patterns on imaging. However, other neoplasms, such as advanced GB-adenocarcinomas, cholangiocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, or hepatic metastasis involving the GB, have a similar presentation. GB lymphoma is also associated with extensive lymph node enlargement.

Conclusion

If a GB tumor presents with or without hepatic extension and shows arterial enhancement with or without washout patterns at diagnosis, an NET or NET differentiation should be
considered in differentials. The knowledge of NET of GB, either in pure form or along with other histological components, though a rare entity, is important.
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